FREESTYLE WATER
RESCUE SAFETY BOOTS V2
Northern Diver's Freestyle Safety Boots
are manufactured using both synthetic
and natural materials, which conform to
the relevant sections of EN ISO
20345:2011, for the performance and
quality of safety boots.
Incorporating lightweight, protected
toe-caps and protected cloth mid-soles,
Northern Diver Freestyle Safety Boots
provide comfort, control and protection.
They allow your rescue professionals to
feel confident to perform their tasks on
dry land, in water or in a combination of
both environments
In fact, our Freestyle safety boots
conform to category S3 SRC of the
European standard EN ISO 20345: 2011 in
accordance with Article 10 of the
Personal Protective Equipment Directive
(89/686/EEC).
The S3 slip resistance requirements
meaning they've been tested for forward
slips on the heel and flat surfaces on steel
floors with glycerol and ceramic tile floors
with SLS. On both they've been highly
friction coefficient. This slip resistance
comes from their high quality rubber EVA
non-slip sole and composite toe. In terms
of rescues, this enables exceptional grip
on wet or unstable surfaces, moss,
seaweed and many other hazardous
surfaces.
Their Class I, S3 status for EN ISO 20345:
2011 saftey footwear means your team
will benefit from boots that are
penetration resistant and have a cleated
sole. In addition to this, they conform to
the SB, S1 and S2 requirements. That
means our Freestyle Safety boots are
impact resistant to 200 joules, are
antistatic and have water absorption and
water penetration properties as well as
energy absorption around the heel.
Our Freestyle Safety Boots incorporate
strengthened stitch seams for long term
duarblity, they're abrasion resistant and
have external heal protection. Their
wicked inner lining and the drain holes
on the inner side draw away any
dampness that may occur during use.
The neoprene insoles provide extra
comfort while the two Velcro closing
straps and the quick release closure
system make our Freestyle Safety boots
secure but easy to take off at speed if
needed.
Northern Diver Freestyle Safety Boots
perform at their best when used in
conjunction with latex or neoprene
drysuit socks, wetsuit socks or as part of
the complete Northern Diver Specialist
Rescue System.
Available sizes : UK 5 - UK 14, "over sized"
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